Classroom projects completed summer 2012

Wriston Auditorium
• Replaced 18 ft. screen and added up/down controls to touch panel

Wriston seminar room
• Added new AV control system
• Added dedicated laptop AV inputs
• Replaced projector with 1080p HD projector

Shattuck 46 (Jazz Rehearsal Room)
• Added new AV control system
• Added dedicated laptop AV inputs
• Replaced projector

Main Hall 216
• Relocated AV cabinet to front of room
• Added new AV control system
• Added dedicated laptop AV inputs
• Replaced projector

Briggs 423
• Installed new, smaller profile AV cabinet to improve instructor movement between whiteboards

Briggs 317
• Installed AV cabinet (from Briggs 423) at front of room; moved computer and laptop connections from back of room to new cabinet at front of room.

Main 008
• Moved projector from cart to ceiling-mounted unit
• Added new AV control system
• Added dedicated laptop AV inputs

Youngchild 121 and Shattuck 156
• Replaced projectors with 720p HD projectors

Main 108, Steitz 302, 316, & 322
• Replaced projectors

Music-Drama 95 & 96 [completed Nov. 2012]
• New classrooms (courtyard renovation project). Both rooms have AV installations. Music-Drama 96 has a 70” HDTV installed instead of projector.
Classroom technology statistics

All classroom are now equipped with video projection technology! This does *not* include computer labs, art studios or science labs—spaces that we should begin to consider in the future.

See the Instructional Technology web site for more details:
http://www.lawrence.edu/dept/it/

Classroom statistics
Lawrence has 55 classrooms (not including performance halls, computer labs, art studios, or science labs).

  Briggs 119, 137, 206, 217, 224, 225, 305, 317, 326, 416, 420, 422, 423
  Brokaw 001
  Main 003, 005, 008, 012, 104, 105, 201, 203, 211, 216, 306, 401, 402, 404
  Memorial 116, 117, 118, 119
  Music-Drama 95, 96, 115, 142, 146, 254, 259
  Steitz 040, 102, 202, 230
  Seeley G. Mudd Library 401
  Shattuck 004, 046, 156, 163
  Wriston 221, 224
  Youngchild 041, 115, 121, 218, 316

As of September 2011, **100% of Lawrence classrooms are equipped** with computer and video projection equipment.